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ABSTRACT
Motivation: The availability of genome-scale data has enabled
an abundance of novel analysis techniques for investigating a
variety of systems-level biological relationships. As thousands of
such datasets become available, they provide an opportunity
to study high-level associations between cellular pathways and
processes. This also allows the exploration of shared functional
enrichments between diverse biological datasets, and it serves to
direct experimenters to areas of low data coverage or with high
probability of new discoveries.
Results: We analyze the functional structure of Saccharomyces
cerevisiae datasets from over 950 publications in the context of
over 140 biological processes. This includes a coverage analysis
of biological processes given current high-throughput data, a data-
driven map of associations between processes, and a measure
of similar functional activity between genome-scale datasets. This
uncovers subtle gene expression similarities in three otherwise
disparate microarray datasets due to a shared strain background. We
also provide several means of predicting areas of yeast biology likely
to beneﬁt from additional high-throughput experimental screens.
Availability: Predictions are provided in supplementary tables;
software and additional data are available from the authors by
request.
Contact: ogt@princeton.edu
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at
Bioinformatics online.
1 INTRODUCTION
The technological developments of the past several decades have
driven a continuing expansion of our understanding of molecular
biology and a similar expansion in the analysis techniques applied to
this data. In particular, genome-scale assays for coexpression (Eisen
et al., 1998; Spellman et al., 1998), genetic interactions (Giaever
et al., 2002; Tong et al., 2004), physical interactions (Gavin et al.,
2002; Ho et al., 2002), protein localization (Huh et al., 2003) and
regulatory networks (Harbison et al., 2004; Zhu and Zhang, 1999)
have all opened up new opportunities for computational data mining
that have been richly explored. Data such as these have been used
in a variety of machine learning and other computational contexts
(Franke et al., 2006; Jansen et al., 2003; Karaoz et al., 2004; Lee
et al., 2004; Troyanskaya et al., 2003).
As the amount of available genome-scale data has continued to
increase, it has become possible to ask higher level questions about
the systems-level functional associations between entire pathways
and processes. These associations represent the complex interplay
between linked biological processes: DNA replication and mitosis
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are distinct cellular processes, for example, but they are functionally
associated in their biological goals (cell division), regulation and
genetic participants. Understanding this network of associations
between processes is a critical link between functional relationships
at the single-gene level and phenotypes at the organismal level.
By deriving an understanding of large-scale functional structure
based directly on genome-scale datasets, we also gain an under-
standing of the data itself. An examination of the pathways and
processes perturbed by whole-genome experiments allows those
experimental results to be described in terms of their functional
activity. For example, microarrays performed under conditions
of heat shock and oxidative stress might both show functional
activity related to an environmental stress response; this similarity
of functional activity reveals biological commonalities between
otherwise disparate experiments. By combining these two lines of
inquiry—functional associations between processes and functional
similarities between datasets—we gain insight into unexpected
relationships in existing data, and we can direct experimenters
to biological areas that are currently unexplored. All of these
analyses deal with the high-level functional structure of genome-
scale data and biological processes, which allows us to answer
increasingly complex questions using the ongoing ﬂood of high-
throughput data.
We present such an analysis of functional associations among
141 biological processes and over 180 datasets (spanning >950
publications, >2300 microarray conditions, and several thousand
interaction,localizationandsequence-baseddata)inSaccharomyces
cerevisiae, where a functional association entails co-operation,
coregulation or other interaction between pathways and processes
to perform a cellular task. These associations are derived by
examining functional relationships between many individual genes,
which are in turn predicted in a process-speciﬁc, probabilistic
manner from heterogeneous data integration. This provides a global
view of the functional structure of biological processes in yeast,
including the degree of data-driven associations between processes,
theexperimentalcohesivenessofgenebehaviorwithineachprocess,
and the coverage of individual biological processes by currently
available data. Likewise, we obtain measures of functional activity
within each dataset—that is, which biological processes are covered
by a dataset, independently of experimental platform. This high-
level functional analysis technique is not speciﬁc to yeast and
is extensible to any organism with a sufﬁciently large body of
experimental data.
This analysis of functional structure produces a number of
ﬁndings useful for guiding future experimental efforts and further
computational studies. Speciﬁcally, we provide maps of data-driven
associations between biological processes and of similar functional
activities among datasets. By examining associations between
processes, we observe several biological processes that could
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beneﬁtfromadditionalhigh-throughputdatacoverage,includingion
homeostasisandtransport andmitochondrionorganization.Wealso
highlight biological processes likely to be performed by currently
uncharacterizedgenes(e.g. autophagy). Similarfunctionalactivities
among datasets demonstrate commonalities in several large
microarray studies and consistency between protein localization,
synthetic lethality and protein–protein interaction screens. These
similarities also expose speciﬁc biological relationships, such as
a subtle effect due to strain background we discovered in three
otherwise diverse microarray datasets. All of these relationships
are fundamentally driven by similarities in gene and protein
response across hundreds of datasets, and this high-level analysis of
such large-scale functional structure is valuable for guiding future
experimentation and in understanding systems-level associations
among biological processes.
2 METHODS
In summary, we analyzed the large-scale structure of functional relationship
networks predicted based on Bayesian integration of genomic data.
Functional associations between biological processes from the Gene
Ontology (GO; Ashburner et al., 2000) were derived by further integration
and analysis of these networks in a context-sensitive manner. Functional
activity information for each dataset was calculated during the integration
process, and this was used to further characterize functional similarities
between datasets. The resulting process/process, process/dataset and
dataset/dataset association networks were mined for subgraphs and
interactions of high weight. All network visualization was performed using
Graphviz from AT&T (Gansner and North, 2000).
2.1 Data collection and gold standard generation
2.1.1 Data collection The data employed in this study is a union of that
fromHibbsetal.(2007)andMyersandTroyanskaya(2007).Non-expression
data includes pairwise physical and genetic interaction data from a variety
of databases (Alfarano et al., 2005; Stark et al., 2006), protein localization
(Huh et al., 2003), and sequence and TFBS similarities (Harbison et al.,
2004; SGD, 2006). Pairwise interaction data were represented as binary
presence/absence values; where applicable, interaction proﬁle similarities
were calculated between genes from binary data using an inner product. For
details, see Myers and Troyanskaya (2007).
Expression data was collected from ∼80 publications comprising ∼120
datasets and ∼2300 conditions as described in Hibbs et al. (2007) and
initially processed as described in Huttenhower et al. (2006). Datasets
containing fewer than four experiments were initially merged, creating a
merged microarray set that was subsequently processed identically to the
remainder of the datasets. Each of these was converted from expression
values to gene pair similarity scores using Pearson correlation normalized
using Fisher’s z-transform (David, 1949) and subsequently z-scored:
Fisher(gi,gj)=
1
2
log

1+ρ(gi,gj)
1−ρ(gi,gj)

(1)
z(gi,gj)=
Fisher(gi,gj)−µf
σf
(2)
That is, the Fisher’s transformed score between any two genes gi and gj
is a transformation of their Pearson correlation ρ, and the ﬁnal similarity
between two genes z(gi, gj) is the pair’s Fisher score minus the mean Fisher
score µf divided by the Fisher score SD σf (both over all gene pairs).
After z-scoring, each expression dataset was quantized using the binnings
(−∞,−1.5), [−1.5, −0.5), [−0.5, 0.5), [0.5, 1.5), [1.5, 2.5), [2.5, 3.5),
[3.5, ∞); these represent steps of 1 SD in z-score space. Mutual information
was calculated between the resulting sets of discrete values, and any pairs
of datasets sharing >15% of the possible information were merged by
averaging z-scores. PISA (Kloster et al., 2005) modules (a biclustering
algorithm) were also calculated for the expression data collection and
transformed into pairwise scores for our analysis by counting the number
of times each pair of genes coclustered after 500 iterations. These biclusters
offered an orthogonal analysis of the microarray data capable of providing
different information than the normalize correlation scores.
2.1.2 Gold standard generation To perform supervised learning, we
generate a gold standard of known functionally related and unrelated gene
pairs. Biological processes of interest were selected from the GO (Ashburner
et al., 2000) using a method based on Myers et al. (2006). The standard
developed in Myers et al. (2006) is speciﬁc to S.cerevisiae; using a similar
voting method and polling six biologists, a set of 433 GO terms were
selected for this study to be experimentally informative independent of
organism. Of these 141 have at least 10 gene annotations in S.cerevisiae,
and these were selected as processes (gene sets) of interest (Supplementary
Table 1).
An answer set was derived from these processes of interest as described
in Huttenhower et al. (2006). Gene pairs coannotated to any of the 141
terms were considered to be related. A gene pair was unrelated in the
gold standard if (1) the two genes were both annotated to some term in
the set of 141, (2) the genes were not coannotated to any of these terms
and (3) the terms to which the genes were annotated did not overlap with
hypergeometric P-value <0.05. All other gene pairs were omitted from
the standard (i.e. they were neither related nor unrelated for training and
evaluation purposes).
Forcontext-speciﬁclearning,thisanswersetwasdecomposedintosubsets
relevant to each process of interest. A gene pair was considered to be
relevant to a biological process if either (1) both genes were annotated
to the process or (2) one of the two genes was annotated to the process
and the pair was unrelated in the standard (i.e. not coannotated to another
process).
2.2 Bayesian analysis
2.2.1 Learning Bayesian classiﬁers One naive Bayesian classiﬁer
(Neapolitan, 2004) was learned per biological process of interest;
experiments with other network structures were shown to provide negligible
performance improvements (Huttenhower and Troyanskaya, 2006). Brieﬂy,
a global classiﬁer was learned in which the class to be predicted was gene
pairfunctionalrelationships(asdeﬁnedinthegoldstandard)andeachdataset
formedonenodeinthenetwork.Onehundredandforty-onefunction-speciﬁc
networks were learned with identical structures, each using a subset of the
global gold standard as described above. When fewer than 25 gene pairs
were available for a particular dataset/relationship combination, the global
probabilitydistributionwasusedforthatcondition.Thisdeﬁnesthepredicted
probability of functional relationship between genes as a weight:
wF(gi,gj)∝

D
PF[D=d(gi,gj)] (3)
That is, the weight between genes gi and gj in function-speciﬁc network F
is proportional to (using Bayes rule) the product over all datasets D of D’s
probability of experimental value d(gi,gj) for the two genes.
All Bayes network manipulation was performed with a combination
of custom C++ software and the SMILE library from the University of
Pittsburgh Decision Systems Laboratory (Druzdzel, 1999).
2.2.2 Predicting functional relationships Each naive Bayesian classiﬁer
directly implies a functional relationship network in which nodes represent
genes and edge weights consist of the posterior probabilities of functional
relationships between gene pairs. The 141 function-speciﬁc networks were
combined to form a predicted global interaction network by transforming
each network’s edge weights to z-scores (subtracting the mean predicted
probability and dividing by their SD) and averaging each gene pair’s weight
across all available networks.
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2.3 Functional relationship and dataset enrichment
predictions
2.3.1 Process/process relationships As described above, for the purposes
of this analysis, a biological process was deﬁned as a set of related genes.
The strength of a predicted functional relationship between two processes F
and G was calculated as the average edge weight in the global interaction
network within the edge set:
EF,G={(gi,gj)|gi∈F,gj∈G,gi,gj / ∈F∩G} (4)
That is, the predicted functional relationship strength between functions F
and G is the average weight of all edges in the global interaction network
between genes gi and gj spanning the two gene sets and not coincident
to any gene in their intersection. Note that this speciﬁcally excludes process
similarityduetooverlappingcuratedannotationsandretainsonlydata-driven
functional relationships.
Similarly, the functional cohesiveness of a process was measured as the
ratio of the average edge weight in the process to the average edge weight
incident to the process:
cohes(F)=
2|G|

gi,gj∈FwF(gi,gj)
|F−1|

gi∈F

gj∈GwF(gi,gj)
(5)
where F is the function of interest, G is the genome and wF(gi,gj)i s
the edge weight between genes gi and gj in F’s predicted functional
relationship network. This normalizes for processes that are inherently more
interactiveandhaveuniformlyhigherprobabilitiesoffunctionalrelationship.
tRNA genes are omitted for the purposes of these calculations, since
they represent a large class of very related genes for which essentially
no data is available (thus generating a large number of misleadingly low
weights).
2.3.2 Process/dataset relationships The predicted enrichment of each
dataset within each biological process was derived from the conditional
probability tables learned for that dataset’s node within the appropriate
function-speciﬁc Bayesian classiﬁer. Speciﬁcally, the predicted enrichment
for process F in dataset D was calculated as the weighted sum of the
difference in posterior probability of functional relationship induced in F’s
classiﬁer by evidence from each possible value of D:
rel(F,D)=

d∈D
PF[D=d]|PF[FR]−PF[FR|D=d]| (6)
For example, suppose the prior probability of functional relationship in the
ribosome biogenesis process is 2% (Prb[FR]=0.02). The GRID- and BIND-
based yeast two-hybrid dataset has two possible values, 0 representing no
observed binding and 1 representing binding, thus D={0,1}.After learning,
the Bayesian classiﬁer for ribosome biogenesis indicates that a lack of
binding makes little difference (Prb[FR|yth=0]=0.025), but gene pairs
that bind are very likely to be functionally related (Prb[FR|yth=1]=0.4).
However,therearerelativelyfewsuchpairs(Prb[yth=1]=10−4),sincemost
gene pairs in the genome have not been observed to interact by available
two-hybrid data (Prb[yth=0]=0.9999). Thus the strength of relationship
between the process of ribosome biogenesis and the yeast two-hybrid dataset
is r=0.9999|0.02−0.025+10−4|0.02−0.4|≈0.005. The exact value may
differ due to rounding in this example.
The estimated coverage of a process in currently available data was
calculated as the average of rel(F,D) over all datasets in our study.
2.3.3 Dataset/dataset relationships This calculation of predicted
process/dataset enrichments results in a vector of 141 values in the range
[0, 1] for each dataset. To determine the functional similarity between two
datasets, each value is ﬁrst transformed to a log ratio against the average
across all datasets:
rel (F,D)=log(rel(F,D)·|D|/

d∈D
rel(F,d)) (7)
This normalizes against the fact that certain biological processes are
inherently more apparent in most high-throughput data (e.g. most microarray
datasetshavestrongsignalsforprocessessuchastranslation).Thefunctional
similarity between datasets is then the Pearson correlation of the resulting r 
vectors across all datasets.
2.3.4 Gene/function relationships For the purpose of predicting gene
function based on ‘guilt by association’with known genes in some process,
the connectivity of a gene to a process was assessed as follows. Each
gene/process pair was assigned a functional association score equal to the
ratio of its average probability of functional relationship to the process over
the process’s cohesiveness:
assoc(gi,F)=

gj∈FwF(gi,gj)
|F|cohes(F)
(8)
This calculation was also used to predict each biological process’s predicted
association enrichment with unknown genes. A list of 1451 genes with no
annotationbelowbiologicalprocess wasextractedfromtheGO.Afunction’s
strength of association with unknowns was then the sum of its association
scores for these 1451 genes.
2.3.5 Robustness A robustness study was carried out by randomly
shufﬂing data points within each dataset prior to Bayesian learning. The
resulting networks had average dataset functional enrichment scores of
4.46×10−5±1.57×10−4, biological processes cohesiveness of 1.37±1.32,
and association between processes of 7.14×10−3±0.0293, the last due
to the greatly reduced differentiation between processes. In contrast, the
averages for these values in Supplementary Tables 1–3 are 2.43×10−4±
6.02×10−4,1 5 .1±35.9, and 1.94×10−3±0.141, respectively.
2.3.6 Densesubgraphs Animplementationofamodiﬁedgreedyheuristic
for discovering heavily weighted subgraphs (Charikar, 2000) was used to
mine interaction networks for cohesive modules. Brieﬂy, to discover each
modulewithinthenetworkofinterest,anodesetwasinitializedwiththemost
cohesive pair in the network. Nodes were added to this set greedily based
on edge weight until no node could be added without reducing the average
cohesiveness of the node set below the network baseline. The average edge
weightofthesetwasthensubtractedfromeachedgebetweennodesintheset,
and the process was iterated to discover the next module. In pseudocode:
(1) N =argmax{gi,gj} cohes({gi, gj})
(2) Loop:
(3) g=argmaxgcohes(N∪{g})
(4) If cohes(N∪{g})<1, stop
(5) N =N∪g
(6) If |N|>2, output N
(7) Let ¯ w be the average edge weight among nodes in N
(8) For each gi, gj∈N
(9) w(gi,gj)=w(gi,gj)−¯ w
(10) Repeat from 1
3 RESULTS
By analyzing functional associations among biological processes
and functional similarities between high-throughput datasets in
a purely data-driven manner, we summarize knowledge from
thousands of whole-genome experiments in a biologically
informative way. This includes descriptions of the cohesiveness,
data coverage and associations of biological processes (Fig. 1),
which can guide experimenters towards promising targets for future
experimental work (Table 1). Datasets can also be compared
based on functional activity, allowing the detection of large-
scale functional similarity between the effects of experimental
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Fig. 1. High-conﬁdence associations between biological processes predicted from large-scale data integration. Each node represents a biological process
extracted from the GO; edges represent predicted functional associations between these terms based on their constituent genes’behavior in a compendium of
>180 S.cerevisiae datasets. Node color intensity represents cohesiveness of the process, a measure of predicted relationship density within the process’s gene
set (white indicates background cohesiveness, yellow maximum cohesiveness). Border thickness summarizes estimated coverage of the biological process by
availabledata.Theseedgesrepresentonlythestrongestassociationsinthecompletenetwork,socolorationisrelative,rangingfromgreen(least strong)through
black to red (strongest). Biological processes with high cohesiveness but low data coverage represent particularly promising targets for future experimental
screens.
perturbations (Figs 2 and 3). These analyses provide an important
global summary of interplay between pathways, and they identify
processes, process associations and dataset similarities likely to
beneﬁt from experimental investigation.
3.1 Discovering data-driven functional associations
between biological processes
Two or more biological processes can interact and work together
to perform cellular functions in a manner analogous to a
relationship between individual genes. A pair of genes might be
functionally related if they operate in the same complex, pathway
or transcriptional module. Our focus is at a higher level, where
two processes might be functionally associated if they interact
to achieve the same cellular goals; for example, nutrient sensing
and the translation of new proteins at the ribosomes are distinct
processes, but they interact to allow controlled cellular growth.
These process–process associations are thus an extension of gene
functionalrelationships:processesarefunctionallyassociatedifthey
achieve related cellular goals, and we predict such an association if
their constituent genes behave similarly in datasets determined to be
goodfunctionalindicators.Asmallsegmentofourpredictedprocess
association network appears in Figure 1, made up of only the most
conﬁdently associated biological processes (see Supplementary
Table 1 for complete results).
The edges in this process association network summarize
informationregardingtheinteractionsbetweenbiologicalprocesses.
A single biological process is internally cohesive in the currently
available experimental results if its constituent genes also show
strongindividualfunctionalrelationships.Ifmostgenepairswithina
process are conﬁdently functionally related, that process is reﬂected
well by the available data: its annotations are in agreement with
measured cellular behavior. If gene pairs within a process are related
with low conﬁdence, it often indicates an area of biology where
furtherexperimentationorannotationeffortsmaybemostbeneﬁcial.
The cohesiveness of biological processes in Figure 1 is represented
by node color, where more cohesive processes appear in brighter
yellow.
Finally, we also determined the degree to which each biological
process is covered by available data. Our integration method
provides a statistical measure of how active each biological function
is within each dataset; we can thus sum over all datasets to estimate
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a biological process’ total representation within the data. This
coverage measure is summarized by border width in Figure 1,
with thicker borders indicating well-covered processes. Cohesive
biological processes (yellow nodes) not covered well by available
Table 1. Biological processes highly associated with yeast genes currently
uncharacterized in the GO
Process Size
(Genes)
Cohes. Rel. Data
Coverage
Assoc. wt.
Unch.
Carbohydrate metabolism 233 2.09 3.75 972.1
Phosphorus metabolism 201 1.95 2.35 895.3
Reproductive physiological
process
308 1.87 1.95 863.5
Establishment of protein
localization
279 1.82 1.77 862.0
Sporulation 120 2.48 1.68 832.7
Autophagy 40 3.69 1.22 797.6
One-carbon compound
metabolism
94 1.94 2.57 794.9
Cell wall organization and
biogenesis
196 2.11 1.40 788.2
Chromosome organization
and biogenesis
557 1.96 4.53 773.1
Cofactor metabolism 169 2.60 2.52 743.8
Association with uncharacterized genes is measured as the sum of predicted functional
relationships between genes in a process and uncharacterized genes, normalized by the
cohesiveness (and thus size) of the process. The cohesiveness of a process indicates the
ratioofaveragein-processrelationshipweighttotheaverageout-of-processrelationship
weight (with 1.0 thus the genomic background). Relative data coverage is a scaled sum
of all datasets’predicted association weight with the given biological process. Because
of their likely association with uncharacterized genes, these processes represent good
candidates for future genomic screens.
data thus represent promising candidates for future investigation:
they show evidence of strong functional similarity, but they may not
yet have been speciﬁcally targeted by high-throughput studies.
This interplay between functional associations, cohesiveness and
data coverage is evident in several of the example processes in
Figure 1. Ribosome biogenesis and rRNA metabolism, for example,
are processes strongly evident in most microarray data (Myers
et al., 2006), and this ubiquity is demonstrated by their extremely
strong coverage and association. They are not as cohesive as many
other processes, however, due to the large number of snRNAs and
rRNAs annotated to these processes for which little or no high-
throughput data is available. This analysis thus highlights an area
for future exploration, even in an area as thoroughly studied as the
ribosome. Other processes with relatively low coverage for their
size (data not shown in Fig. 1) include protein complex assembly,
ion homeostasis and transport and mitochondrion organization, all
representing opportunities for future directed screens. Processes
with low cohesiveness can either be particularly diverse (e.g. amino
acid and derivative metabolism, protein processing) or not yet
fully characterized, representing further opportunities for future
experimental investigations.
3.1.1 Processespredictedtobeenrichedforuncharacterizedgenes
Networks of functional associations between processes represent
a richly structured summarization of high-throughput data; they
implicitly encode predicted details regarding pathway structure,
association between gene sets and the functional diversity of
currently available data. In addition to associating known processes
and pathways, though, similar relationships can also be inferred to
ﬁnd areas of biology enriched for uncharacterized genes. These
represent speciﬁc processes for which targeted genomic screens
might uncover substantial new information.
Fig. 2. Similarities in functional activity between high-throughput datasets. Each node represents a dataset, each edge the correlation between two datasets’
functional activity proﬁles. These edges represent only the strongest correlations (by Kendall’s t), so coloration is relative from green (least strong) to red
(strongest). This associates collections of datasets that explore related areas of biology, either by speciﬁc experimental design (e.g. protein localization) or by
provoking similar biological responses (e.g. the diauxic shift and stationary phase growth). This also conﬁrms that multiple genetic (SLAM and Tong et. al.
2004) and physical (DIP and MINT) interaction collections offer similar functional coverage.
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Fig. 3. Coclustering datasets and biological processes in an area of dense functional associations. By mining associations between biological processes for
dense subgraphs, we recover a collection of processes (rectangular nodes) predicted to be highly related based solely on experimental data. We then extract
the datasets (oval nodes) most informative for those processes and display the most conﬁdent process/process, dataset/dataset and dataset/process associations
among these nodes. Each edge type is individually weighted, and only the strongest edges are shown, ranging in weight from green (least strong) to red
(strongest). This network thus represents a snapshot of one area of yeast biology, the interconnections among its constituent processes and datasets exploring
these processes.
A selection of processes that we ﬁnd to be highly associated
with uncharacterized genes is shown in Table 1, in addition to
statistics describing the processes (see Supplementary Table 3 for
complete results). The autophagy term, despite being the smallest
and most cohesive process in this subset, still maintains a very
strong association with uncharacterized genes. It is moderately
well covered by available data, falling roughly in the middle
of our 141 coverage estimates; it is thus possible that further
information regarding autophagy could be gleaned from existing
data, even though few experiments have speciﬁcally investigated
the process in yeast. However, this predicted association with
uncharacterized genes also suggests that substantial new functional
assignments could be made by targeted screens for involvement in
autophagy.
3.2 Similar functional activity in high-throughput
datasets
While most high-throughput experiments are designed with fairly
speciﬁc goals in mind, almost every dataset contains information
about a variety of biological processes, and our analysis provides
several ways of exploring these data. Our Bayesian learning
process results in a probabilistic score indicating the activity of
each biological process within each dataset. Collecting all such
scores for a single dataset results in a functional proﬁle for the
dataset, and these numerical vectors can be compared between
datasets to evaluate functional similarity. The network in Figure 2
contains a selection of datasets with similar functional activities
(see Supplementary Table 2 for complete results).
Even in this small subset of analyzed datasets, several patterns
are apparent. On the left, the ﬁrst of the two main clusters contains
primarily localization data from (Huh et al., 2003). Within the
localization subsets, dataset similarity is correlated with cellular
localization: the periphery and the bud are associated with the
main body of data by way of actin, the Golgi stages are associated
with each other, the endosome and peroxisome are related, and so
forth. Three synthetic genetic array screens are also similar to the
localization data. Davierwala et al. (2005) is associated primarily
with the Golgi and ER, and one of the primary ﬁndings of this study
was the characterization of PGA1, a gene essential for ER activity.
Krogan et al. (2003) and Zhao et al. (2005) show similar functional
activity to a variety of localization subsets (including several not
showninFig.2)andtoKroganetal.(2004),allofwhichareenriched
for nuclear functions (DNA packaging, chromosome organization,
transcription, RNA elongation, etc.) These functional similarities
were generated solely by automatic data mining and call out
important biological associations between disparate experimental
results.
On the right, the cluster of microarray data is centered around
a core of large datasets exploring very diverse conditions and
thus enriched for many different biological processes (Brem and
Kruglyak, 2005; Brem et al., 2002; Hughes et al., 2000; Yvert
et al., 2003). The other main components of the cluster are
stationary-phasegrowthandcarbonmetabolism(Braueretal.,2005;
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Ideker et al., 2001; Martin et al., 2004; Pitkanen et al., 2004;
Segal et al., 2003) and various stresses (Bro et al., 2003; Gasch
et al., 2000; Jelinsky et al., 2000; O’Rourke and Herskowitz,
2004). Interestingly, (Bulik et al., 2003; Chitikila et al., 2002), and
(Schawalder et al., 2004) are all likely included due to their use
of galactose-inducible promoters while investigating other diverse
processes; these datasets all share a carbohydrate metabolism
enrichmentinadditiontotheirmorespeciﬁctargets[e.g.biopolymer
biosynthesis, a parent of chitin biosynthesis,i nBulik et al. (2003)].
This demonstrates the power of associative functional analysis to
uncover both primary and secondary enrichments, a consideration
essential to getting the most out of any experimental result.
3.3 Simultaneous association of datasets and biological
processes
Because our method assesses functional activity within datasets,
functional similarities between datasets and associations between
biological functions, it provides a means of coclustering datasets
and processes in a biologically meaningful way. This raises the
possibility of exploring complex data, potentially summarizing
millions of individual measurements, in an intuitive manner. Each
predicted weight between two datasets, two processes or a dataset
and a process represents a measure of similar biological function,
andthusaninvestigationofheavilyweightedsubgraphsinthisspace
provides a way of exploring groups of related data and processes.
AnexampleofsuchaclusterappearsinFigure3,whichhighlights
one of the densest functional areas and the datasets in which these
functions are most active. This consists of metabolic processes
including alcohol, aldehyde and carbohydrate metabolism, cellular
respiration, hydrogen and electron transport, and mitochondrion
biogenesis; while they have been removed for visual clarity, several
other related processes are also members of this cluster, including
cofactor metabolism, autophagy and aging. The group of associated
microarrays again represent a combination of broad genomic
response (Brem and Kruglyak, 2005; Yvert et al., 2003), carbon
metabolism (Schawalder et al., 2004; Segal et al., 2003) and stresses
(Gasch et al., 2000), the latter likely included due to the relationship
between stress response and growth rate (Brauer et al., 2008).
These are linked into the cluster of biological processes primarily
through carbohydrate metabolism, but also through the biclustering
modules (PISA). These biclustering results incorporate all of the
available microarray conditions, in contrast to the normalized
correlation scores used to analyze individual datasets. Biclustering
thus represents a view of expression data orthogonal to pairwise
correlations and tends to be more sensitive to metabolic functions
in general (phosphorus, amino acid and nitrogen compound
metabolism in addition to those appearing in Fig. 3).
The non-microarray datasets associated with this functional
cluster are diverse, including mitochondrial localization (in
association with several mitochondrial and respiratory functions),
cytoplasmic localization (in association with more general
metabolism), two sequence-based analyses [downstream sequence
similarity and shared transcription factor binding sites from
Harbison et al. (2004)] and synthetic lethality interaction proﬁles
from GRID (Stark et al., 2006) and BIND (Alfarano et al., 2005).
Synthetic lethality proﬁles and shared binding sites both provide
goodcoverageofmanybiologicalprocessesandareincludedlargely
due to moderate association with many of the functions within
the cluster (most edges are not shown in Fig. 3); this is reﬂected
in their relative isolation in the network. Broad downstream (and
upstream) sequence similarity tends to capture structural features of
the genome, in this case the close positional association of the GAL
genes.
3.4 A case study: detecting a speciﬁc biological
response in diverse data
At a more speciﬁc level, these interprocess associations and
functional descriptions of datasets can be used to uncover detailed
biological responses in high-throughput data. We were struck by
the correlation in functional activities between three seemingly
diverse datasets: Chitikila et al. (2002), an investigation of TBP
inhibitors,Martinetal.(2004),ananalysisoftor2mutantsdescribed
in Helliwell et al. (1998), and Pitkanen et al. (2004), a pmi40
deletion assayed over varying mannose concentrations. These three
microarray collections share functional enrichments with other
datasets assaying similar conditions [e.g. the nutritional cluster
discussed above including Martin et al. (2004) and Pitkanen et al.
(2004)], and no one pair of the three correlations is unusually
high. They also represent two different experimental platforms:
Martin et al. (2004) and Pitkanen et al. (2004) both employ single
channel microarrays, while Chitikila et al. (2002) uses a two-color
array. However, the average functional correlation between the three
datasets is highly signiﬁcant (rel =0.316, P<10−3) for arrays
under such apparently diverse conditions.
All three datasets are enriched for activity in distinct biological
processes, and all three present unique biological conclusions that
are in no way undermined by this unexpected similarity. Upon
inspection of the three datasets’ experimental protocols, however,
the common factor appears to be the use of a speciﬁc plasmid
shufﬂe transformation employing a strain background of the form
ura3 trp1 leu2 his3 or his4. We have conﬁrmed this similarity
in a fourth dataset we are currently developing investigating
temperature-sensitive dbf4 mutants (Myers et al., 2005). Although
the overarching biological conditions of our dataset share little
in common with Chitikila et al. (2002), Martin et al. (2004) and
Pitkanen et al. (2004), our mutants were also constructed using
a similar plasmid transformation, and the resulting microarrays
produce highly correlated functional proﬁles. Even when strain
background and reference channels (when applicable) are all
properly controlled, the plasmid shufﬂe process and associated
auxotrophies result in subtle changes in global transcription
detectable by large-scale functional analysis.
This effect is quite subtle, a fact which we stress for two reasons.
First, it is a secondary effect within the more prominent biological
features assayed by these three datasets, and it is only by large-scale
analysis of their functional content in the context of many other
datasets that the similarity was discovered. Second, we emphasize
that it in no way diminishes these datasets’ primary results, and
insteadprovidesadditionalfunctionalinsightintotheircoexpression
measurements. Most previous computational data integration has
focused on associating genes with functions or genes with genes.
As more high-throughput data becomes available, it opens up
opportunities for associating entire datasets with broad functional
activity and with other datasets, allowing the detection of biological
signals and similarities that would remain undetectable at smaller
scales.
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4 DISCUSSION
We present a high-level functional analysis of very large compendia
of genomic data and apply it to S.cerevisiae. By computationally
summarizing thousands of whole-genome experimental conditions,
we elucidate the current data coverage of S.cerevisiae biological
processes, the cohesiveness of its functional annotations, and
associations among these processes based on high-throughput
experimental results. We also determine the functional activity
in high-throughput datasets, allowing us to discover subtle
relationships such as shared strain backgrounds in otherwise diverse
microarray conditions. This analysis begins with speciﬁc functional
relationships between individual genes predicted from large-scale
dataintegration,anditextendsintohigh-levelinformationincluding
functional associations between datasets, uncharacterized genes and
biological processes.
A primary application of this system lies in directing future
experimental efforts. In particular, high-throughput screens of any
sort can be costly to implement and assay fairly general conditions;
for example, if two proteins bind only during fermentation, their
interaction will not be observed in a genomic screen during
respiratory growth. A high-level functional analysis serves to call
out underrepresented biological processes and those with increased
likelihoods of novel discovery, which can in turn provide focus for
experimental screens. This is analogous to candidate gene selection
atawhole-genomelevel,aformof‘candidateprocess’selection,just
as our predicted associations between biological processes represent
functional relationships at a larger scale.
High-level functional analysis also provides very speciﬁc
information on individual experimental results, in addition to its
larger scale applications. This is exempliﬁed by the functional
signature of the plasmid shufﬂe strain discussed above; given any
new high-throughput dataset, microarray or otherwise, we provide
a means for establishing its functional activity in the context of
existing data. Both this post hoc analysis and the a priori predictions
of underrepresented functions are of particular use in less well-
studied organisms. By designing experiments to explore processes
shown to lack functional coverage and by leveraging all available
data to interpret new results, laboratory work can be quickly guided
to areas of biological interest and potential.
Finally, the functional information summarized by our system
can also be employed in the continuous process of functional
cataloging. While we have used examples from the GO, any sets
of functionally related genes could drive analyses such as this,
and the results can guide annotators in cataloging existing data
much as they can guide experimenters in generating new data.
By providing a means of directing annotators to potentially under-
annotated functions and the datasets associated with them, our
analysis simpliﬁes a curation and cataloging task that grows with
each new publication. By analyzing and presenting the large-
scale functional structure of genome-scale data, we hope to guide
annotators and experimenters alike in exploring the potential of the
ongoing genomic revolution.
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